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Objective
The objective of this study is to understand the operational challenges of battery electric aircraft. Battery electric aircraft
pose new challenges in terms of recharging, aircraft utilisation, airport operations and impacts on the grid.

Conclusions & Research Needs
• This preliminary study identified a number of issues associated with the

operation of electric aircraft.

• Operations determined by multiple trade-offs:
• Depth of discharge vs battery life,
• Battery swapping vs charging,
• Load levelling vs additional batteries (not examined here).

• Developing an optimal strategy that maximises airline profits dependent on
utilisation of the aircraft, battery life cycle and the number of batteries
owned by an airline is an area that requires more research.

• Airport operations will also be affected by the energy required to recharge
the daily fleet of electric aircraft.

• The contribution of electric aircraft operations to the national grid could
feasibly be met by additional renewable capacity.

• Peak ’electric aircraft load’ and peak national load do not overlap there is
potential for grid shaving through use of available batteries to meet demand.
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Battery Characteristics and Operational Considerations 

Impact on The National Grid

Airport Operations

• The most significant change in operations is
driven by the physical characteristics of the
batteries themselves.

• The recharge profile for batteries (left) has two
regimes, a linear region from 0-80% and a sub
linear region from 80—100%. It takes
significantly longer to charge a battery from 80—
100% than from 0-80%.

• An additional characteristic of battery chemistry
is the relationship between Depth of Discharge
(DOD) and life cycle. As shown (right) the
greater the depth of discharge the fewer life
cycles that can be obtained from the battery.

Recharging Strategies

• Given the characteristics of
batteries described above we
aim to design an optimal
recharging strategy where the
depth of discharge and
recharge time are minimised.

• The mission energy of the
flight profiles for 3 ranges is
shown (right).

• The total battery capacity carried on board is 46MWhr giving 20% reserve
capacity at max range.

• Two strategies are possible – plug in vs. hot swap.
• Hot swapping replaces the batteries with a fully charged set on landing.

Increases the number of batteries required.
• Plug in recharges the existing batteries. Minimises the number of

batteries required but at the cost of depth of discharge.

• Electric fleet means airports require significant electrical infrastructure to
meet charging needs.

• However, airports already have significant electrical infrastructure on site
to meet their baseload requirements.

• Example Heathrow:
• Current daily energy use ~ 1.9GWhr (2012), was ~ 2.8 GWhr (2009),
• 400 departures per day in 2015 in our 3 aircraft ranges would require

additional 11.3 GWhr of energy daily.
• Terminal 2 Project UK Power Network Services:

• Two 33kV/11kV primary substations on site,
• 1.8MW Biomass Generator – Energy Center.

• 2015 consumption ~ 303TWhr
• Adding an additional 440,000

electric aircraft movements.
• Increases electricity demand by

12.5Twhr ~ 4.1%.
• UK has ~ 7,000 wind turbines
• Producing 40TWh in 2015.
• To meet the additional load with

100% wind power requires ~
2000 wind turbines or 5GW
installation.

• The additional daily load due to
charging aircraft an hour before
departure is shown right over the
daily national load curve.

• The largest contribution comes at
10am not at peak.

• There is reserve available.
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